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U.S. expo NWFA 

HARO successful at the U.S. expo NFWA  

HARO was represented as an exhibitor once again at the wood flooring 

trade fair NWFA Expo in Fort Worth, Texas, this year. The highlights 

among the products showcased this year included “six colors designed 

for the American market.” The colors were presented in a cube display 

that attracted much attention among trade fair visitors.  

Rosenheim – Business in the United States continues to grow. 

HARO is continuously expanding its business in the United States. One 

major aspect of the company’s sales activities in North America is par-

ticipation in and a presence at the hardwood-floor expo organized by 

the NWFA. This year, the event was held at the beginning of May in 

Fort Worth, Texas. Just like last year, HARO had a booth at the trade 

fair. The company showcased its product line for the North American 

market there. In recent months, HARO has further expanded its North 

American sales team and is now able to cover the most important sales 

regions in the United States.   

HARO created quite a buzz with its “six new colors for the United 

States” and its XL boards  

Haro’s U.S. product range is aimed in particular at specialists. As a re-

sult, the company accentuated “the six new colors” that included Crystal 

White, Reed Brown, Fumed Oak Plaza and Fumed Oak White at its ex-

po booth. The cube display designed with this very purpose in mind 

caught the eye of many trade fair visitors. The three- and four-meter-

long XL boards made quite an impression as well because they reflect 

the tastes of decorators in the United States. The panel parquet made 

by parkettmanufaktur and the strip parquet variants Allegro and Pres-

tige were showcased for the first time. Just like the European market, 
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the trendy classic fishbone pattern turned many heads and has become 

a very popular flooring and, thus, decorating detail in the United States.    

HARO is now fully positioned on the radar of U.S. target group 

In statistical terms, the U.S. floor-covering market has been continuous-

ly growing for years. In particular, demand is expected to continue 

growing in the premium segment. As a result, the mood in the expo 

halls of the NFWA was particularly positive this year. The feeling was 

created in part by the strong rise in visitors who primarily came from 

flooring retailers and flooring-installation companies in the United 

States. Designers/architects, property developers, wholesalers and re-

tailers: The HARO trade fair booth attracted a large number of visitors 

and produced many new business contacts.▪ 

 
 
The highlights among the products showcased this year at the NWFA included 
“six colors designed for the American market.” The colors were presented in a 
cube display that attracted much attention among trade fair visitors. 
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With the floor covering brand name “HARO,” Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG in Stephanskirchen near 
Rosenheim has grown to become the German market leader for parquet floors and can now look back on 
over 60 years of experience in producing parquet. In addition to Hamberger Flooring that sells parquet, cork, 
laminate and Celenio floors as well as the healthy living design floor Disano, the Hamberger group of com-
panies includes the Sports Flooring, Sanitary, Sawmill and Farming and Forestry divisions. Hamberger was 
certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 as early as 1995, followed in 1998 by the certification of its envi-
ronmental management system according to DIN EN ISO 14001. The new energy management system was 
integrated successfully in the existing environmental management system in 2013 with certification accord-
ing to DIN EN ISO 50001:2011. Hamberger has been certified according to PEFC since 2002. The PEFC 
seal provides proof that the raw materials from which Hamberger products are manufactured are sourced 
from certified, sustainably managed forests. Founded in 1866, the company is managed today by Peter 
Hamberger and Dr. Peter M. Hamberger, in the fourth and fifth generations. With more than 2,700 employ-
ees, the group of companies achieves an annual sales of approx. 325 million euros (as of: December 31, 
2018). The export share of the company’s business is 50 percent, with exports being made to over 90 coun-
tries around the world. You will find more information at www.haro.com 

http://www.haro.com/

